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Abstract

Objectives: Only minimal literature exists on consequences of shock wave ther-
apy (SWT) on erectile function in treatment of Peyronie’s disease (PD). This study
was undertaken to define SWT impact at varied energy/dose levels at different
time points on functional and structural changes in erectile tissue.
Methods: In 45 rats 2000 shock waves (sw) at 2 BAR were applied to the penis
weekly sorted by one, two, and three sessions (high-dose/energy level, HD-1,
HD-2, HD-3). Each group was followed for 1, 7, or 28 d before measuring intra-
cavernosal pressure (ICP) and mean arterial pressure (MAP). Fifteen control
animals (C1, C7, C28) underwent anesthesia alone. Another 15 animals were
exposed to three SWT sessions applying 1000 sw at 1 BAR and analyzed identi-
cally (low-dose/energy level, LD-3-1, -7, -28). Terminal deoxynucleotidyl trans-
ferase biotin-dUTP nick-end labeling assay was used to define the apoptotic index
(AI) and Masson’s trichrome (MT) staining was prepared to evaluate smooth
muscle-to-collagen ratios.
Results: ICP/MAP ratios for all C groups displayed a mean of 64%. All SWT groups
demonstrated significantly reduced ICP/MAP ratios compared to their corre-
sponding C groups (p < 0.05). The LD-3 groups showed a trend toward improved
ICP/MAP ratios. LD-3-28 demonstrated significant recovery compared to HD-3-28
(55 � 8% vs. 41 � 10%, p = 0.004), but remained reduced compared to C28 (63 � 5%,
p = 0.03). No statistical differences were seen for MT staining in SWT groups
compared to C (p > 0.05). AIs for the LD-3 groups were significantly lower
compared to the HD-3 groups ( p < 0.001), but all AIs were significantly increased
compared to C groups (p < 0.01).
Conclusions: Overall, at both energy/dose levels, SWT resulted in a time- and
treatment-dependent reduction of ICP/MAP ratios, which might be mediated
partly through apoptosis and collagenization of corporal smooth muscle.
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Fig. 1 – Shock wave application. Photograph of shock wave

application on the dorsal penile midshaft in the rat using

the animal hand probe of a Storz Masterpuls MP100

shockwave machine (Storz Medical, Kreuzlingen,

Switzerland). The penis has been elongated with a

preputial suture.
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1. Introduction

According to the current literature, the prevalence
of Peyronie’s disease (PD) appears higher than
assumed 10 yr ago and seems to be close to 10%
[1,2]. Conservative therapy options in the treatment
of PD remain controversial currently [3]. Shock wave
therapy (SWT) is a nonsurgical treatment modality
for PD that is currently in use worldwide. Multiple
clinical papers have reported on the effects of SWT
in alleviating pain, restoring erectile function,
disintegrating plaques, and correcting penile defor-
mity associated with various success rates [4–11].
Pain relief appeared to be the major achievement
under SWT and variable improvement in deformity
rates of 0–74% have been documented [8,11].
Whereas the procedure itself is well tolerated, with
transient mild side effects including subcutaneous
hematoma and initial hematuria related to urethral
bleeding, nothing is known about the effects on
erectile tissue. Yet, minimal basic research has tried
to define the impact of shock waves (sw) on the
structure and function of the erectile tissue. A single
study by Tefekli et al has attempted to analyze the
effect of SWT on erectile hemodynamics and
histopathology in a rat model [12].

Studies that have addressed the impact of SWT
on other tissues have revealed that changes induced
in these organs include bleeding, hemorrhage, and
structural changes [13–15]. Aside from the treatment
of urolithiasis, SWT has also been widely used in
orthopedic diseases. It is therefore conceivable that
cavernosal tissue exposed to SWT may suffer
damage. Our aim in this series of experiments
was to determine the functional and structural
changes that occur in the rat penis after SWT.

2. Methods

2.1. Animal assignment

Seventy-five male Sprague-Dawley rats, weighing initially

250–300 g, in 15 groups were studied, subdivided in three

phases comparing control animals (3 C groups) with two

treatment groups including high-dose/energy levels (HD)

where the animals received 2000 shock waves (sw) at 2 BAR

(9 HD groups) and low-dose/energy level groups (LD) exposed

to 1000 sw at 1 BAR (3 LD groups). Animals were randomly

assigned to a treatment group exposed to SWT or a

corresponding control group (C), which had anesthesia only

for an equivalent time. Exposing the animals to 2000 sw at

2 BAR, the HD groups were subdivided into three different

treatment schedules, applying SWT once a week for either

one, two, or three sessions (HD-1, HD-2, HD-3). Within each set

of 15 animals, three time points were selected at 1, 7, and 28 d

after the last SWT session to assess functional parameters and
to harvest the corporal tissue (eg, HD-1-1, HD-1-7, HD-1-28,

nomenclature for the group receiving one SWT session). Thus,

9 HD groups including five animals per group were examined.

In addition, a second treatment set was analyzed exposing

the animals to a lower number of shock waves at a lower

energy level applying 1000 sw at 1 BAR at a time (LD). In this

subset only three SWT sessions were studied, gathering data

at 1, 7, and 28 d after the last SWT session (LD-3-1, LD-3-7, and

LD-3-28).

2.2. SWT

The animals were anesthetized and placed in a supine

position. The penis was elongated vertically with a 4-0 suture

through the prepuce and a nontoothed forceps was used to

fully retract the foreskin so the base and dorsum of the penis

were easily accessible to the SWT shock transmitter probe.

The treatment group had the SWT probe applied to deliver the

requisite number of shock waves. The control groups were left

under anesthesia in this position without any treatment for an

equivalent time. SWT was applied to the dorsal penile

midshaft using the Storz Masterpuls MP100 shock wave

machine (Storz, Medical, Kreuzlingen, Switzerland), illu-

strated in Fig. 1. Using the Storz Medical Masterpuls MP100

machine, which is currently used in veterinary medicine,

energy intensities of 0.055 mJ/mm2 and 0.11 mJ/mm2, corre-

sponding to 1 BAR and 2 BAR pressure levels, respectively,

were applied at a pulse frequency of 5 Hz. The energy/shock

levels and numbers of SWT sessions were chosen based on the

average range applied to human subjects accordingly to the

meta-analysis carried out by Hauck et al [6]. In a pilot group of

animals we examined the acceptability of the SWT application

at different energy and dose levels with regard to subpreputial

changes. Indeed, even with 2000 sw the amount of extra-

corporal edema and ecchymosis was tolerable.



Table 1 – Functional results

Group Mean ICP/MAP
ratio � SD, %

Range,
%

95%CI,
%

C1 65 � 7 53–77 60–70

C7 64 � 6 54–70 60–69

C28 63 � 5 58–73 60–66

HD-1-1 54 � 7* 38–64 49–58

HD-1-7 48 � 5* 41–53 44–51

HD-1-28 48 � 4* 40–56 45–50

HD-2-1 53 � 13* 36–69 43–62

HD-2-7 53 � 9* 39–63 47–58

HD-2-28 49 � 10* 37–70 43–55

HD-3-1 47 � 15* 31–73 35–58

HD-3-7 46 � 10* 36–63 40–53

HD-3-28 41 � 10*,y 31–56 34–47

LD-3-1 49 � 16* 33–71 37–61

LD-3-7 49 � 11* 37–64 41–57

LD-3-28 55 � 8*,y 41–63 50–61

Presented are the maximum mean intracavernosal/mean arterial

pressure (ICP/MAP) ratios with the corresponding SD sorted by

treatment sessions 1, 2, and 3 and assessment day after the last SWT

session at 1, 7, and 28 d. All treatment groups showed significantly

lower ICP/MAP ratios compared to their corresponding C group

(p < 0.05). The results between the SWT groups and within-group

comparisons were not significantly different (p > 0.05), except that

LD-3-28 showed a significant improvement in ICP/MAP ratio

compared to HD-3-28 (p = 0.004).

SD = standard deviation; range = lowest and highest ICP/MAP ratio

per group; 95%CI: 95% confidence interval per group; C = control;

HD = animal exposed to 2000 sw at 2 BAR; LD = animals exposed to

1000 sw at 1 BAR.
* p < 0.05 versus corresponding C group.
y p = 0.004 between the two groups.
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2.3. Erectile hemodynamics assessment

All animals underwent a second anesthesia at either 1, 7, or

28 d following the last treatment. At this time, they underwent

assessment of the maximum intracavernosal pressure (ICP)

and the corresponding mean arterial pressure (MAP) during

cavernous nerve stimulation. The technique of pressure

measurements during neurostimulation has been established

and previously outlined [16]. The following settings were us:

7.5 V, 1.5 mA, 20 Hz, and a pulse width of 5 msec for 60 s on

each cavernous nerve. At the completion of this surgery prior

to sacrifice, the whole penis was harvested and the animal was

killed.

2.4. Structural analysis

The whole penis was harvested immediately after ICP/MAP

measurements and kept in formalin for 24 h. After embedding

in paraffin 5-mm tissue cuts were prepared from the penile

midshaft as the region of interest where the SWT has been

applied showing complete cross-sections of the corpora

cavernosa.

2.4.1. Masson’s trichrome (MT)
Slides were stained for MT according to standard protocol to

evaluate the smooth muscle-to-collagen (SM/C) ratio. MT is a

three-color staining protocol producing red keratin and

muscle fibers, blue collagen, and black cell nuclei. Pictures

were taken on an Olympus Meta Morph Imaging System

capturing the whole cross-section of the penile tissue.

2.4.2. Image analysis
Image analysis was performed using ImageJ ver.1.33u

(Rasband, W.S., ImageJ, National Institutes of Health,

Bethesda, MD, USA, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–2004).

In a single-blinded fashion three MT slides per group,

showing the cross-section of the corpora cavernosa, were

used to calculate the ratio in percentage of the red staining

content representing the smooth muscle to the blue staining

collagen content.

2.4.3. Apoptosis assessment
The terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP nick-

end labeling (TUNEL) assay was performed according to a

standard protocol to determine the apoptotic index (AI) by

calculating the ratio of fluorescent apoptotic cells to total

number of cells in percentage. Two slides per group from two

different animals were prepared counting five non-over-

lapping areas on each slide using a Zeiss AxioPlan 2

microscope system at �40 magnification. Overall, 600–700

cells per group were analyzed.

2.5. Statistical analysis

The mean averages were built for maximum ICP/MAP ratios,

SM/C ratios, and AIs for each group and reported as the

mean � standard deviation. Individual pair-wise comparison

between groups was analyzed with independent two-tailed t

tests. Results were considered statistically significant if p was

<0.05.
3. Results

In most of the animals, SWT treatment caused a
minimal and transient ecchymosis on the dorsal
shaft of the penis where the SWT was applied with
the hand probe. Urethral bleeding, with and without
micturition, was seen in approximately 45% of the
animals and stopped within 3 h after treatment in
all cases. None of the side effects required any
intervention.

3.1. Erectile hemodynamics

Stimulating the left and the right cavernous nerves
to generate the maximum mean ICP/MAP ratios, a
mean of 9 � 1 measurements per group of five rats
were available. Seventy-five animals in 15 groups
were assessed. Table 1 gives an overview of the
functional data presented as ICP/MAP ratios. For all
SWT groups the ICP/MAP ratios were statistically
significantly lower compared to their corresponding
control group ( p < 0.05). Fig. 2 represents the

http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/


Fig. 2 – Intracavernosal-mean arterial pressure (ICP/MAP) comparison between C, HD-3, and LD-3 groups. Significant

reduction of maximum mean ICP/MAP ratios were found for all HD-3 and LD-3 groups compared to their corresponding C

groups ( p < 0.05). A tendency for an increase in ICP/MAP ratio was seen for LD-3 groups versus HD-3 groups over time, with

a significant improvement for LD-3-28 versus HD-3-28 (#p = 0.004 between LD-3-28 and HD-3-28). *p < 0.05 versus

corresponding C group. HD-3 = three SWT sessions applying 2000 sw at 2 BAR; LD-3 = three SWT sessions applying

1000 sw at 1 BAR; result assessment after 1, 7, or 28 d after the last SWT session.
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comparison between control groups and three SWT
session groups for the high- (HD) and the low- (LD)
energy/dose level sorted by days of assessment (1, 7,
and 28 d). After three SWT sessions the LD-3-28
group showed with 55 � 8% a significantly higher
recovery for the ICP/MAP ratio compared to 41 � 10%
in the HD-3-28 group ( p = 0.004), but remained
significantly lower compared to 63 � 5% for the
C28 group ( p = 0.03).
Fig. 3 – Masson’s trichrome (MT) staining. Illustrated are represe

from the penile midshaft where SWT was applied for C28, HD-

collagen in blue showing a trend toward lower red/blue stainin

(12 W 10%) groups compared to the C28 group (20 W 5%), which
3.2. MT staining

Overall, the MT staining outcomes did not provide
any statistical differences between the SWT groups
compared to C groups or within the SWT groups
( p > 0.05) and displayed heterogeneous results for
the SWT sets. Fig. 3 illustrates representative MT
staining results for C28, HD-3-28, and LD-3-28.
Staining for MT was only performed for selected
ntative MT cross-section stainings of the corpora cavernosa

3-28, and LD-3-28 marking smooth muscle in red and

g ratio on average for the HD-3-28 (13 W 12%) and LD-3-28

was not statistically significant ( p > 0.05).



Table 2 – Apoptosis results

Group Mean AI � SD, % Range, % 95%CI, %

C28 11 � 5 6–17 6–17

HD-1-28 20 � 12 8–42 12–29

HD-2-28 29 � 8* 17–44 25–33

HD-3-1 63 � 12*,y 39–74 56–70

HD-3-7 74 � 8*,z 59–81 68–80

HD-3-28 76 � 7*,§ 67–90 73–82

LD-3-1 26 � 8*,y 13–42 21–30

LD-3-7 28 � 7*,z 20–40 24–32

LD-3-28 33 � 5*,§ 28–39 30–36

Table illustrates the apoptosis indices (AIs) with the corresponding

SD. Also the AI ranges and the 95%CI are reported. All treatment

groups, except HD-1-28, showed a significantly increased

apoptosis rate compared to C28 ( p < 0.05). All LD-3 groups had a

highly significantly lower AI compared to their corresponding HD-

3 groups ( p < 0.001).

Mean AIs � SD = mean apoptosis rat per group; SD = standard

deviation; range = lowest and highest values per group; 95%CI =

95% confidence interval.
* p < 0.05 versus C28 group.
y p < 0.001 between the two groups.
z p < 0.001 between the two groups.
§ p < 0.001 between the two groups.
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groups and showed the following SM/C ratios: C28,
20 � 5%; HD-1-28, 23 � 16%; HD-2-28, 35 � 10%;
HD-3-1, 10 � 8%; HD-3-7, 12 � 9%; HD-3-28,
13 � 12%; LD-3-1, 10 � 4%; LD-3-7, 19 � 2%; and
LD-3-28, 12 � 10%.

3.3. AI results

An overview of the AI results is given in Table 2,
listing the findings for the completed groups.
Globally, the index for apoptotic cells was signifi-
cantly higher in all SWT groups compared to C
Fig. 4 – Terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase biotin-dUTP nick-

immunofluorescence TUNEL+ cells is photomicrographically (T4

average a significant increase in apoptosis rates compared to th

lower energy/dose level displayed highly significantly lower apo

point to TUNEL+ cells.
groups ( p < 0.05). Interestingly, the different HD-3
groups exposed to the higher energy/dose level
demonstrated highly significantly elevated TUNEL
results compared to their corresponding LD-3
groups ( p < 0.001). Fig. 4 shows representative
TUNEL assays for the C28, HD-3-28, and LD-3-28
groups.
4. Discussion

Multiple treatment modalities are available for PD
including oral, transdermal, and intralesional
agents, as well as radiotherapy and penile recon-
structive surgery. None of these modalities have
been able to cure the disease yet. SWT is, besides the
most common treatment modality for urolithiasis,
also in use for calcific and noncalcific orthopedic
diseases, such as plantar fasciitis, tennis or golfer’s
elbow, calcaneal spur, and periarthritis humerosca-
pularis based on the concept of neovascularization
with subsequent resorption of the calcification
[13–15]. Over the last several years, SWT has been
used for the treatment of PD.

Levine hypothesized three potential mechanisms
that may contribute to beneficial effects of SWT: (1)
inflammatory response with increased macrophage
activity, (2) improved plaque vascularity, and (3)
contralateral tunical scarring [17].

The outcome of SWT for PD can be evaluated by
two objective (penile curvature and plaque size) and
two subjective (penile pain and sexual dysfunction)
parameters. Hauck et al conducted a meta-analysis
of previous published SWT studies and noted that
reduction in curvature was reported in 0–74%,
shrinking in plaque size in 0–68%, decrease in penile
pain in 56–100%, and improvement in sexual
end labeling (TUNEL) assay. A representative distribution of

0) illustrated. Both HD-3 and LD-3 groups showed on

e C28 group ( p < 0.01). The LD-3-28 group exposed to the

ptosis rates compared to HD-3-28 ( p < 0.001). White arrows
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function in 12–80% [6]. Hatzichristodoulou et al
analyzed 102 patients in a prospective, randomized,
placebo-controlled, single-blind study evaluating
the effect of SWT in men with PD on pain and
penile deviation after six sessions of 2000 sw in
weekly intervals [18]. Six weeks after the last SWT
session a significant decrease in pain was docu-
mented between the two groups ( p = 0.013) without
any significant effect on the reduction of penile
deformity.

Despite almost 10 yr of use there is only one basic
research study in the current literature on SWT for
PD. Tefekli et al evaluated the effect of SWT on
penile hemodynamics in rats [12]. In a total of 20
rats, three groups were analyzed applying SWT by
using a Siemens Lithostar Plus (Earlangen, Ger-
many). Group 1 (n = 6) received 1000 sw and the
hemodynamic evaluation was done immediately
after the therapy. In group 2 (n = 7), 1000 sw was
applied on three occasions at weekly intervals and
the hemodynamic evaluation was done1 mo after
the last extracorporeal SWT (EWST) session (equiva-
lent to our LD-3-28 group). Group 3 (n = 7) served as
the control (no SWT exposure). The conclusion of
the study was ‘‘ESWT has certain damaging effects
on the penis’’ based on the structural analysis. Small
foci of hemorrhage were seen in the corpora
cavernosa and petechial bleeding within the tunica
of the rat penis; however, histopathologic examina-
tion with MT and hematoxylin-eosin staining did
not show any statistically significant difference
among the three groups and the ICP/MAP ratio
was diminished only in group 1, but the difference
was not statistically significant. Our study including
15 different groups, which allows a more compre-
hensive comparison between animal groups,
pointed in the same direction as the Tefekli study,
with the highest recovery of the penile hemody-
namics for the LD-3-28 group.

Seventy-five animals were included in our study
looking at two different energy levels and two
different numbers of shock waves. When applied
serially, SWT was used at 7-d intervals, which
mimics most of the human trials [6]. We clearly saw
a time-dependent and a treatment-dependent
decrease in ICP/MAP ratios at both energy and shock
wave levels in all SWT-treated groups. The greatest
reductions in ICP/MAP ratios were seen after the use
of 2000 sw, 2 BAR with decreasing values over time
declining from 1 to 7 to 28 d after the last SWT
session in all groups compared to the C groups. To
show the effect of repeat treatment on erectile
tissue, the rats were analyzed after one, two, and
three sessions. Serial SWT application resulted in a
decrease in ICP/MAP ratios with increasing treat-
ment sessions resulting in the lowest ICP/MAP ratio
of 41%, 28 d after the last application of three
sessions of 2000 sw at 2 BAR. Evaluation at 1 d after
the last session was chosen to evaluate short-time
effect of SWT application. Interestingly, with the
higher dose/energy levels even after a follow-up of
28 d there was no erectile function recovery but
rather a continued decrease in ICP/MAP ratios. To
examine a dose/energy level effect we performed a
second SWT series applying 1000 sw at 1 BAR. Based
on the current literature the use of SWT in PD is a
multisession treatment, involving 3–10 sessions for
every patient [6]. Therefore, we limited the approach
of the lower energy/dose level to three SWT sessions
assessing the data at 1, 7, and 28 d as before. With
this design, we observed a trend toward improved
functional preservation compared to the groups that
received three SWT sessions with the higher dose/
energy levels. At 28 d, a significant recovery of
erectile hemodynamics was noted in the LD-3-28
group with an ICP/MAP ratio of 55 � 8%, which was
significantly greater than 41 � 10% in the HD-3-28
group ( p = 0.004). However, even with the lower
dose/energy level the ICP/MAP ratios were signifi-
cantly lower compared to their corresponding
controls (p < 0.05).

The trend in improved functional results we
observed in rats that received the lower dose/energy
level were not supported by our findings with SM/C
ratio assessment. The results for MT staining in both
groups, HD-3-28 and LD-3-28, showed with 13 � 12%
and 12 � 10% the same level of smooth muscle
content within the corpora cavernosa ( p = 0.9).
Overall, MT staining for both the higher (HD) and
the lower (LD) energy/dose levels after three SWT
sessions demonstrated a trend toward reduced SM/
C ratios compared to the C group (20 � 5%), which
was not statistically significant.

However, the exact mechanism of SWT remains
uncertain. Based on our study a third SWT session
even at the lower energy/dose level appeared to lead
to fibrosis of smooth muscle compared to control
animals. Mirone et al, introducing a new technique
of penile biopsy in men with PD, documented in 260
of 380 patients with PD treated with SWT three
times a week followed by 12 courses of intralesional
verapamil injections a significant reduction in
packing and clumping of the collagen fibers, which
was not observed in injected patients alone or in
SWT patients with poor treatment outcome [19].

An early study by Karlsen et al in a urolithiasis
model documented acute renal vascular damage in
endothelial cells, arteries, veins, and glomerular
capillaries in SWT-exposed dogs using electron
microscopy [20]. In general, SWT-induced renal
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damage can occur as a result of multiple mechan-
isms, including small vessel injury and free radical
production [21].

We quantified potential damage in the erectile
tissue by assessing apoptosis. The AI increased
significantly with the number of SWT sessions
compared to C groups. In all animals treated with
three SWT sessions the AI increased over time. The
mean apoptosis rates in animals receiving the lower
dose/energy treatment were > 50% lower than the
corresponding groups that had equivalent high
dose/energy level SWT sessions. The apoptotic cell
concentration in the corpora cavernosa at 28 d after
the third SWT session 2000 sw at 2 BAR reached
almost 80%. Ongoing efforts will define if a higher
cell proliferation rate may be able to explain our
findings. Our data are confirmed by a study in a
rabbit model by Cimentepe et al using the TUNEL
assay, which documented AI > 80% in renal tubular
cells at 28 d after exposing the kidney to SWT with
one-time exposure to 2000 sw at 18 kV [22].

The strength of this work is the use of a validated
functional end point (ICP/MAP ratio) in a large
number of animals (75). However, one limitation
may be an over-treatment with nonphysiologic
energy or dose levels. However, the hand device of
the Masterpuls SWT machine is in use in veterinary
medicine. The application of 2000 sw at 2 BAR was
based on the idea to mimic human trials after we
ensured the acceptability of the treatment in
preliminary studies in rats with regard to the
occurrences of tolerable extracorporal edema and
ecchymosis. We decided to examine the lower
energy/dose level applying three SWT sessions
based on the fact that in clinical trials the use
of SWT is conducted in a multisession fashion.
Ideally, to mimic PD conditions most realistically
animals with artificially induced penile fibroses
should have been used in this study to define the
functional and structural changes in the erectile
tissue.

Using an animal model always raises the ques-
tion of the applicability in humans. Based on our
findings we suggest that SWT appears to have a
negative effect on erectile hemodynamics and
seems to result in erectile tissue structural changes.
Patients with PD often may already have impaired
erectile function, which may be further worsened
by the application of SWT in those patients. Based
on the current literature SWT seems helpful only to
reduce or relieve pain. Randomized, controlled,
multicenter human studies recording data regard-
ing sexual function are needed to answer questions
about the long-term safety of SWT in patients
with PD.
5. Conclusions

SWT appears to be an easy-to-use treatment
modality and has been used by many groups from
different countries for PD treatment, despite the
absence of safety data in animal or human models.
With the application of SWT on the rat penis we
have demonstrated a dose and energy-level depen-
dent reduction in ICP/MAP ratios, representing a
functional parameter of erectile hemodynamics,
compared to the corresponding control groups in
this model. It appears that decreased smooth
muscle content and increased apoptosis are major
factors in these hemodynamic alterations.
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This well-designed and important study by
Müller et al [1] reports for the first time that the
use of shock wave therapy in Peyronie’s disease
might be deleterious to erectile function when
corpora cavernosa are exposed to such proce-
dures. Using an animal model in rats the authors
found that this treatment modality causes tissue
structural alterations of the corporal smooth
muscle, resulting in abnormal erectile hemody-
namics.

Beyond the scientific importance of the obtained
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novel medical treatments to patients without
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testing the safety and efficacy of such treatments
first in animal models.

Today, the growing wealth of drugs and medical
devices enrich the spectrum of treatments that can
be offered to our patients. Patients’ desire to get
newly advertised treatments, as well as the
pressure generated by manufacturers to use their
products for simple economic profit, should not
replace the first and most important responsibility
of physicians—to protect their patients. This is
especially important when such treatments are
offered to ‘‘simple’’ non–life-threatening medical
disorders that do not induce high medical alert-
ness. In the Internet era where unfiltered informa-
tion is broadly available, the responsibility to
protect patients from unsafe medical procedures
cannot be left only to regulatory or ethical commit-
tees. This responsibility must be shared also by
the system of peer review for scientific journals,
which today constitute the only reliable sources of
thoroughly examined and safe information to be
used by the medical community.

mailto:yvardi@rambam.health.gov.il


Another important issue that emerges from
this paper is whether cavernosal injury during
shock wave treatment can be attributed to the
disease process alone or to treatment sequelae or
both and cannot be determined now. But the
possibility of impairing erectile function during
shock wave therapy must be considered in the
future and must be transferred to these patients
beforehand.
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